Can you guess what year these were invented or
discovered?
Mobile Phone
Motorola released the first mobile telephone in
1973 in the USA
Aeroplanes
The Wright Brothers made the first flight on 17th
December 1903 in Kitty Hawk, North Carolina,
USA

Oil and Petroleum
Oil and Petroleum were discovered in Oil Creek,
Pennsylvania, USA in 1859 by George Bissell
and Edwin L Drake
Concrete
The Romans used cement in 300BC, but first
use is thought to be in Ancient Greece in
between 1400BC-1200BC
Modern day concrete was developed in the
1840’s by William Aspden
Refrigerator
The modern-day fridge was first invented in
1901 by Henry Trost

The Computer
Johan Mauchly and Presper Eckert patented
their development of the computer in 1946,
previously developed by Alan Turing in 1936,
although he did not patent his discovery.
Games Console
The first games console was developed in 1968
by Ralph Baer, a German born engineer who
fled to the USA during WWII
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Smart Phones
Theodore G. Paraskevakos patented the idea in
1973, but it wasn’t until 1999 that Japanese
company, NTT Docomo, released the first
modern “smart phone”
X-Ray Machine
Wilhelm Conrad Rontgen accidentally discovered
X-Rays in 1895 when he was carrying out
research on the effects of cathode rays and
noticed that a fluorescent glow was emitted
when he passed an electrical current through
the tubes he was using
Antibiotics
Professor Alexander Fleming first discovered
antibiotics in 1928 by accident after clearing
away a previous experiment noticed that one
Petri dish was free from the bacteria he was
studying due to a new substance we now know
as penicillin

Sliced Bread
Otto Frederick Rohwedder invented the first
“loaf-at-a-time” slicing machine in 1928

Television
Mechanical TV’s were first introduced in the
early 1920’s, but it wasn’t until 1927 that
American inventor, Philo Taylor Farnsworth
developed the first electronic TV we know today
The Internet
The “network of networks” was invented by
ARPANET in 1983, but it wasn’t until 1990 when
Tim Berners-Lee invented the World Wide Web
that the internet we use today was introduced

Automobiles
Many believe that the first petrol car was
designed and built by German engineer, Karl
Benz in 1885/86
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